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interprets it as an "assertion of the German soul," a form of German Romanticized funda­mentalism filled with backward-looking sentimentality, uncomplicated by troubling po­litical or historical questions, but focused instead on positive, traditional aspects of "homeland." Kramer, "Being German," in her Europeans, pp. 493–508. The broadcasting of a documentary series on the Holocaust triggered very different reactions, however. On these matters, see also Ash, "The Life of Death," in his The Uses of Adversity, pp. 120–142.


### Winter of Turbulence and Discontent

The astounding events of fall 1989 completely shook just about all of the German "certainties" of the previous forty years. Events unfolded with a rapidity that left observers and policymakers alike breathless. Amid spreading political protest, the true dimensions of the fundamental crisis of East Germany's socioeconomic and political system became fully manifest, as discussion and recrimination began about its causes and who was to blame. The mass exodus of East Germans to the West led to the collapse of the Honecker regime in November and the breaching of the Berlin Wall. A brief SED interregnum followed, led first by Egon Krenz and then by Hans Modrow, with whom West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl clearly did not wish to deal in any serious longer-term way. As economic and political collapse became imminent, the days of Communist rule in the GDR were numbered. Free elections, the first in that area of Germany since 1932, were scheduled for May 1990 and then rescheduled for mid-March 1990, in view of a worsening crisis.

Meanwhile, events in the GDR began to have their international implications. Kohl offered a rather daring ten-point plan for German confederation, with continued NATO membership, in November 1989, without consulting his closest allies. His go-it-alone assertiveness was a demonstration of West Germany's increased self-confidence in an environment of collapsing Communist rule in Eastern Europe. The Soviet Union was about to lose one of its closest allies in Eastern Europe and made suggestions regarding a possible German confedera-
tion outside both NATO and the Warsaw Pact in the hope of salvaging as much of its position as possible. GDR leader Modrow echoed this idea with a January 1990 proposal for a neutralized united Germany. Both ideas were clearly reminiscent of various (Soviet) ideas of the early 1950s, and were flatly rejected by a West German government that had increasingly worried Western allies to contend with. The FRG's allies were concerned about the Federal Republic's future in both NATO and the EC, and it fell especially to FRG Foreign Minister Genscher to provide the needed assurances. It was also Genscher who sought to break a deadlock over possible NATO membership of a reunited Germany by suggesting that NATO forces should stay clear of GDR territory in a united Germany and that the USSR should be allowed to maintain a contingent of forces on East German territory for a prearranged period after unification.

By early 1990, it was clear that full German reunification was all but inevitable, and all confederation ideas, predicated on a continued existence in some form of two separate German states, found their end in history's dustbin. The rapidity of change rendered obsolete the ideas of analysts like Anne-Marie Burley, who wrote in late 1989: "Stability in Europe means the maintenance of the existing international structure: two superpowers and two Germanies. Stability in the G.D.R. means reform without the threat of reunification. . . . [R]ecognizing the German division as permanent could be the final step toward overcoming it."

The human exodus from East to West Germany continued, economic conditions in the GDR worsened steadily, and East German opinion swung clearly in the direction of unification with the West. In a November 1989 survey, only 16 percent of GDR citizens had expressed strong support for unification, while 32 percent were moderately in favor, and 52 percent were either moderately or strongly opposed to the idea. By February/March 1990, however, 84 percent were moderately or strongly in favor of unification, while only 16 percent remained moderately or strongly opposed. In addition, an interesting 60 percent of GDR citizens professed support for the notion of a militarily neutral united Germany.

It is also worth noting, however, that opinion polling in March 1990 in East Germany detected a significant difference among generations as far as levels of identification with "Germany" and the "GDR" were concerned. Of those born before 1930, 74 percent professed a strong sense of being German, with only 22 percent stressing a more primary GDR identity. The respective percentages were as follows for the other generations: among those born between 1931 and 1945, 66 percent versus 28 percent; among those born between 1946 and 1960, 55 percent versus 39 percent; and among those born after 1960, 52 percent versus 37 percent. In other words, although a strong sense of being "German" characterized all generations, a significant identification with the GDR was quite pronounced among those who had been fully socialized by life in East Germany after 1949. In addition, supporters of the SED overwhelmingly continued to identify with the GDR, whereas clear majorities of the supporters of the other major (emerging) parties in East Germany professed a more primary "German" identity.

A major breakthrough occurred in February 1990. Agreement was reached in Ottawa between FRG and GDR representatives and the former Allies of World War II (the United States, the USSR, Great Britain, and France) with their residual legal rights in Germany (including Berlin) on the so-called two-plus-four formula: The two German states would work out the internal modalities of unification, while they would join the Four Powers to make the necessary international security adjustments. As far as the internal German process was concerned, the key issue quickly became the cost of what was no less than a West German bailout of a collapsing GDR. East-West disagreement over a possible NATO membership of the new Germany, plus the sensitive issue of the German-Polish border, clearly topped the agenda on the international side of the bargaining process.

The internal German process was heavily colored by the fact that 1990 became a year of "Siamese" German elections (March elections in the GDR, December elections in the FRG). For the first time since the creation of the two German states in 1949, free elections were to take place on both sides of the intra-German dividing line. And, needless to say, reunification became the decisive campaign issue on both sides. An additional Siamese dimension of this joint German electoral process lay in the fact that in both German states, some of the principal parties in the political contest came to coexist (and be allied) as sister parties. Thus one encountered the phenomenon of Christian Democratic, Social Democratic, and Free Democratic parties on both sides, in addition to parties or movements with Green or ecological orientations.

The partially conflicting visions of West Germany's two key parties, the Social Democrats and Christian Democrats, in the area of foreign policy were discussed in previous chapters. It became obvious rather quickly that these differences would continue to play a significant role in Germany's political future. The dynamic of "competitive nationalism" between these two large parties, aimed at proving one's nationalist credentials to the electorate, tends to be particularly dangerous. Carried to an extreme, such a competition could be highly destabilizing for Germany's evolving democratic political culture, not to mention the country's image in the rest of the world.

Chancellor Kohl's West German Christian Democrats sought to position themselves as true guardians of the nation, but also as the representatives of the Adenauer Westpolitik legacy with its strong emphasis on both European integration and Atlantic partnership with the United States. We saw in Chapters 5 and 6 that the CDU's German nationalism has been primarily embedded in a Europeanist, Atlanticist, and procapitalist ideological framework, although older nationalist elements clearly survive in some sectors of the CDU and its Bavarian sister-party, the CSU, and among some of the groups of expellees from former eastern German territories. Yet the possibility also presented itself that if East-West negotiations over NATO membership of a future Germany encountered serious stalemate, the CDU's Atlanticism could become a political liability. Insofar as NATO's purpose had been not only the defense of Western Europe vis-à-vis
the Warsaw Pact but also the control of German power, continued acceptance of NATO constraints (especially foreign troops on German soil) by a CDU-led government could well turn into a deeply emotional issue in a reunifying Germany, an issue with considerable nationalist explosive potential, which the SPD, among others, could be expected to exploit. This is why many argued that the transcendence of both NATO and the Warsaw Pact, legacies of a passing era, by means of the creation of a pan-European security order should receive urgent attention.

The West German Social Democrats had tended to be less strongly Atlanticist, and hinted at a willingness to reexamine Germany’s role (and membership) in NATO in the context of the overall reunification process, a fact that led some to warn of a resurgence of SPD-led German neutralism. After the late 1950s, the SPD’s support of European integration became quite genuine, although it showed sensitivity to domination of the European Community by big business at the expense of social needs. After initial, and electorally costly, hesitation in 1989 about the reunification issue, the SPD endorsed the broad outlines of Kohl’s confederation plan, before seeking to move ahead to articulate its own policy preferences on the matter of national unity amid rapidly evolving inter-German conditions. For the SPD, long-standing contacts with the disgraced and disintegrated East German SED were likely to be a political liability in the time ahead. The same could be said of the SPD’s historic alienation from German nationhood.9

The Free Democrats continued to be a crucial coalition partner for either the CDU or the SPD, despite the party’s small size. Although more Atlanticist than the SPD, they did collaborate with the Social Democrats during the years after 1969 in formulating the basic reorientation of West German foreign policy known as Ostpolitik. For the foreseeable future, however, the Free Democrats were expected to continue their participation in the coalition with the CDU/CSU. The Greens on the Left and the Republikaner on the Right did not appear to be decisive players (yet).10

Needless to say, the East German political scene was much more turbulent. The Socialist Unity Party (SED), now renamed Party of Democratic Socialism (PDS), continued to disintegrate as 1990 progressed, facing both a basic political credibility problem and a noticeable fragmentation into more conservative and reformist camps. Initial SED attempts to retain influence (if not power) by playing up an alleged neo-Nazi threat clearly backfired. The various opposition groups (New Forum, Democratic Awakening, and Democracy Now) that emerged in the course of 1989 saw their political influence weaken considerably by the beginning of 1990, despite their participation in Round Table talks with the caretaker government and subsequent participation in that government. Some were heavily dominated by groups of intellectuals, and many had to struggle hard to define an electoral identity, to decide whether they wished to be a formal political party at all, and to delineate a position on the twin questions of German unity and the GDR’s future.11 Initially committed to the continued existence of a separate East German state, they were all soon confronted with a seemingly uncontrollable popular rush in the direction of reunification, and had to adjust their platforms accordingly. Many developed a clearly enduring resentment against what they saw as an East German “sellout” to West German bourgeois capitalism.12

The SED’s former allies, “bloc parties”13 like the East German CDU and FDP, appeared to be severely afflicted by a basic credibility problem in the eyes of the GDR’s electorate. As a result, the West German CDU and FDP were at first far from eager to lend electoral support and endorsement to these sister parties. Faced with the rapid growth of the SPD in the GDR, however, Chancellor Kohl’s CDU swung its support behind a small East German coalition of center-right opposition groups (Allianz für Deutschland) that did include the East German CDU.

By the early months of 1990, East Germany’s newly reconstituted Social Democratic Party (SDP, subsequently renamed SPD) seemed to emerge clearly as the major new force in GDR politics. This party could not be tainted by the stigma of collaboration with the SED regime, and could tap the historical electoral strength of Social Democracy in the east of Germany. In addition, the party could present itself as a credible defender of those social programs that the average East German might not wish to see eliminated altogether after reunification with the more prosperous Federal Republic.

Yet the GDR elections on March 18 defied all earlier forecasts, turning into a triumph for the CDU-backed conservative Alliance. Unlike a still-hesitant SPD and PDS, the Alliance promised quick unification in the most unambiguous way, and clearly benefited from its closeness to a West German chancellor who would be expected to fulfill his promises of massive economic aid. The fact that the Alliance fell just short of an absolute majority (about 48 percent) necessitated the formation of a coalition. After a brief period of haggling, overshadowed by allegations concerning collaboration with the former state security police (Stasi) by many of the GDR’s new politicians, a grand coalition was formed, including both the Alliance and the SPD, which had polled 22 percent of the vote. The PDS, which had scored a somewhat surprising 16 percent in the election, was excluded: Communist rule in East Germany had formally come to an end. With a freely elected East German government in place, the two-plus-four process could now move forward in more decisive fashion. We examine first the internal German process, and then turn to the international ramifications of the creation of a united Germany.

**Germany Reunites: Economics, Elections, and Emotions**

The intra-German process of unification focused on some crucial constitutional, socioeconomic, financial, and political issues. As far as the constitutional modalities of unity were concerned, several possibilities existed.14 Usage of Article 23 in
West Germany’s Basic Law would necessitate a reconstitution of the original Län­
der (states) in East Germany, which could then vote one by one to accede to the Federal Republic.\textsuperscript{15} This was the formula preferred by the Christian Democrats. Another possibility, favored by the Social Democrats, would be to take the route of Article 146, which would involve the drafting of an entirely new constitution by an all-German constituent assembly.\textsuperscript{16} A third constitutional possibility, namely the continued existence of two German states in a confederation of some kind, quickly vanished from all official and scholarly discussion. Most observers came to see unification based on Article 23 as the best route, also because it would be the easiest way to bring the GDR into the European Community without elaborate negotiations.\textsuperscript{17}

The socioeconomic and financial aspects of unification generated far more immediate controversy, particularly among the general public, than the more technical and even obscure constitutional modalities. The basic question quickly became evident: What would it cost and who would pay? Estimates of the total (long-term) cost of unification would soon range from 500 billion to 1 trillion D-mark (deutsche marks). As 1990 progressed, popular pressure in the FRG grew to put an end to West Germany’s generous support of those who had left the GDR. It became clear that the emotional excitement of the fall of 1989 had been replaced by outright worry over the economic and financial consequences of a West German bailout of the GDR, in addition to widespread concern about the need to absorb and integrate a seemingly endless number of “immigrants” (Über­siedler) from the GDR.\textsuperscript{18} As W. R. Smyser put it at the time, “[t]he unification of Germany is only superficially a merger between a capitalist and a socialist econ­omy. It is really a merger between rich and poor.”\textsuperscript{19}

Predictions of increased inflation and higher taxes in the FRG created visible uneasiness among the West German public, which in turn was probably responsible for the CDU’s loss in two important state elections in West Germany in May that resulted in SPD control of the Bundesrat (the upper house of the West German parliament). Clear popular majorities continued to support the objective of unification, but matters of speed and cost became a source of noticeable political divisiveness. The CDU/CSU-FDP coalition government favored a rapid pace and played down the possibility of adverse economic consequences, while the opposition SPD urged a slowing of the pace and hoped to benefit politically from public anxiety over the high cost.\textsuperscript{20} Concern over trends in West German public sentiment even seemed to prompt Kohl to strive for earlier-than-planned all-German elections, clearly hoping to cash in on his party’s popularity in the East and thereby offset possible voter losses in the West.\textsuperscript{21}

Anxiety was also easy to detect among the population in the GDR, focused on fear over increased unemployment, an inability to compete with the more power­ful West Germans, the possibility of sudden property claims arising from past confiscations, and an elimination of numerous aspects of the GDR’s relatively generous welfare-state provisions. Sadness among GDR citizens over the real prospect of a noticeable loss of identity also began to surface, as ironic as that may seem in light of the overwhelming anti-SED and pro-unification mood.\textsuperscript{22} Yet the desire for rapid unity, coupled with the expectation of massive West German economic assistance, was sufficient to bring the CDU-dominated Alliance a ringing victory in the March elections, although the Alliance’s electoral outlook for the longer term had to be considered uncertain at best.

Particular controversy was generated by Chancellor Kohl’s desire to bring about a quick monetary union between the two German states, to be set up by means of a formal Staatsvertrag (state treaty). Initial opposition by the FRG’s Bundesbank (Central Bank) subsided, but uneasiness over the monetary conse­quences clearly remained. East and West German negotiators haggled over the conversion rate that would be applied between the strong West German D-mark and the GDR’s very weak Ostmark. Popular anxiety in the East rose dramatically, since an unfavorable rate could have a devastating impact on savings, pensions, and purchasing power.\textsuperscript{23} In the end, a one-for-one rate was agreed upon, although a ceiling was set for the amounts that could be converted at that rate. Early July was selected as the target date for full monetary union, although concerns and disagreements on related economic matters, particularly in the area of market-oriented reform, continued to slow down the process.

But as the spring ended, considerable progress had been made. FRG-GDR ne­gotiations had resulted in a draft state treaty on economic and monetary union that was signed in May. After some complex political maneuvering within the West German SPD, involving the (unsuccessful) demand by the party’s chancel­lor-candidate, Oskar Lafontaine, that the SPD block the state treaty unless cer­tain improvements were made in the text, the treaty was ratified by the parlia­ments of both German states in June. On July 1, 1990, amid uncertainty, anxiety, and anticipation, the FRG-GDR economic and monetary merger went into effect.\textsuperscript{24} And now, more than ever before, the likelihood of all-German elections in December 1990 came clearly into view.

A $70 billion fund to finance the merger had meanwhile been created, coupled with a “no new taxes” promise from the Bonn government, although widespread skepticism persisted. The fund would cover a four-year period, with expenditures focused on the rebuilding of the GDR’s old industries and infrastructure, adjust­ments in the tax system, and a much-needed cleanup of the heavily polluted environ­ment in East Germany. Yet it was also significant that the state treaty did not address some highly sensitive issues that would have to be settled through sepa­rate negotiations, such as ownership of private property in a desocialized GDR and some of the basic aspects of reform of East German industry and agriculture, with a potential for a level of unemployment that some felt might reach well be­yond 1, 2, or even 3 million (out of a population of 16 million).

Some, but by no means all, of these issues were decided in a second Staatsver­trag that was ratified by the parliaments of both German states on the eve of the formal unification date (October 3, 1990), after a turbulent negotiation process.
that saw continued political instability and friction in the GDR's shaky "grand coalition" of conservative Alliance, liberal FDP, and left-wing SPD. Yet property claims and divergences in abortion legislation remained among the most important issues that promised continued controversy. The signing of the second treaty, and the at times clearly subdued and noticeably nonnationalistic celebration of unification, were followed by elections in the newly reconstituted Länder (states) in the GDR (and in Bavaria in the old FRG) on October 14. The Christian Democrats scored impressive victories in four of the eastern Länder (Saxony, Thuringia, Saxony-Anhalt, and Mecklenburg), whereas the SPD was successful in gaining a majority of the vote only in Brandenburg. The former Communist party managed to gain an average of about 10–12 percent of the vote in each GDR state. The election results also brought a restoration of the CDU/CSU-FDP majority in the Bundesrat.

Aside from the many economic difficulties faced by the new Germany in its internal affairs—such as unemployment, the risk of inflation, disputes over property claims, hesitation among potential investors, and instances of criminal financial corruption in a collapsing former GDR—political and basic social problems also came more strongly to the fore. A fundamental revamping of educational policy and curricular content in the primary- and secondary-school system of the former GDR was among the urgent questions to be addressed, in addition to much-needed reform of overstaffed academic institutions. Health care and other social services were on the brink of full-scale collapse. Instances of racism and/or violence by skinheads and other disaffected and alienated groups, including squatters and anarchists in Berlin, emerged as an additional challenge to a virtually disintegrated East German law-enforcement apparatus. Tensions between East Germans and the remaining groups of foreign "guest workers," as well as the thousands of Soviet soldiers, increased steadily.

Political debate over the appropriate policy to be pursued with respect to former GDR spies, Stasi (secret police) employees, border guards, and Communist officials, ranging from possible amnesty to full-scale persecution and partial incarceration, continued to flare up with predictable regularity. At the same time, controversy over Stasi files and their inherent potential for political embarrassment, if not blackmail, persisted undiminished. Furthermore, former East German political parties, especially theSED, were forced to surrender their extensive accumulations of capital and property.

Meanwhile, the campaign for Germany's first truly national elections since the end of the war had erupted in full force, with the governing CDU/CSU-FDP coalition in Bonn enjoying the clear status of virtually unbeatable favorite in the December 2 ballot-box contest. The polls left little doubt about the likely outcome, especially in light of the CDU's renewed successes in the October 14 GDR elections, and most in the SPD appeared resigned to the inevitable: Helmut Kohl would remain the new Germany's Einheitskanzler (chancellor of unity), a new Bismarck in a democratic Germany.25 Despite widespread West German worry about the costs of unification, the SPD proved incapable of using this issue to greater political benefit. Its political message seemed to fall on deaf ears, especially in the East German area.

The SPD's prospects were further dampened by the decision of West Germany's Federal Constitutional Court in September that mandated the use of separate five-percent electoral thresholds in former East and West Germany in the December balloting. This would benefit smaller parties, especially in the East, that might not otherwise make it into the new German parliament, but it also deprived the SPD of potential crossover votes from small East German left-wing parties and citizens' movements.

The results of the December 2 all-German vote were largely as expected. Kohl's Christian Democrats, with their Bavarian CSU allies, captured 43.8 percent of the total national electorate, as opposed to the SPD's 33.5 percent, which amounted to the Social Democrats' worst showing in thirty years. The Free Democrats succeeded in reaching 11 percent of the vote and were widely expected to demand more ministerial posts in the new CDU/CSU-FDP coalition government. Parties on the extreme right or left generally fared badly. In the West, the Greens failed to surmount the five-percent electoral threshold and would therefore not return to the Bundestag. They had been alienated by the increasingly patriotic mood after the collapse of the Berlin Wall, and their ecological agenda had been in large part adopted by the major parties. Only in the East did a coalition of environmental and peace groups known as Bündnis90 capture enough votes to gain representation in the Bundestag. The PDS, successor of the discredited Communist SED, also gained a sufficient number of votes in the East (9.9 percent) to enter the national parliament (although nationally it received no more than 2.4 percent). The far-right Republikaner received only a meager 2.1 percent of the vote, well below the required five percent for Bundestag representation. Despite a rather low 77.8 percent voter turnout, the message of the election was fairly clear: no experiments, continuation of the current coalition, and a strengthening of the center of Germany's political spectrum.

**Toward a Pax Germanica or a Pax Europaea?**

It was in the international realm, however, rather than the internal FRG-GDR sphere with its focus on sometimes bitter electoral contests and the marks-and-pfennigs issues of socioeconomic merger, that the German Question with its four central dimensions of identity, unity, role, and power made itself felt most dramatically after November 1989.26 One analyst captured the essence of international concern as follows:

There are only two real certainties in European politics today: Eastern Europe has been effectively liberated from Soviet domination, and the reunification of Germany is approaching. For all their historic worth, these certainties, in turn, create new un-
9 percent were undecided. When asked whether nuclear weapons should be pulled out of Germany if "the Soviet Union made its agreement to German unity conditional on [such a removal of nuclear weapons]," however, only 25 percent agreed with such a scenario, while 65 percent felt that "we should not allow ourselves to be pressured in the matter of German unity," and 10 percent declared themselves undecided.29

As the months passed, the likelihood emerged that NATO membership of a united Germany would be tied to an overall East-West agreement on conventional forces in Europe (resulting from the CFE negotiations in Vienna) plus extensive Western economic and financial assistance to the struggling Soviet economy. This latter approach, extending beyond the newly created Bank for East European Development, was looked upon skeptically by the United States and Great Britain, but favored by the other Western allies, including especially the FRG, which had already promised Moscow to assume the GDR's trading obligations vis-à-vis the USSR.

For many, Kohl's exceedingly clumsy handling of the German-Polish border issue in early 1990 was unmistakable proof of the need to anchor the new Germany firmly in the Western alliance. Allegedly concerned over the potential loss of the West German bloc of expellee votes to the far right, Kohl hesitated badly when asked to declare the Oder-Neisse line as the definitive border between Germany and Poland. His argument that only a newly constituted German government and parliament could effectively make such a pledge was legally correct but politically extremely ill-timed and unwise. Declarations by both German parliaments, plus Allied assurances that Poland would be allowed to participate in discussions regarding its border with Germany in the context of the two-plus-four talks, subsequently defused the immediate controversy and anxiety, but the damage had been done. By July, the two German states and Poland reached a full understanding about the finality of the current German-Polish border, to be formalized in a treaty at the time of Germany's official reunification and tied to plans for extensive German-Polish economic cooperation. In November, agreement on the formal German-Polish treaty indeed became reality: The existing border was declared fixed once and for all, although the fundamental challenge of reconciliation and cooperation would require more long-term effort on both sides.

The Polish-German border issue was illustrative of more widespread anxiety among many of Germany's neighbors regarding the prospect of unification, however. A poll conducted in January 1990 in eight countries (Spain, Italy, FRG, Hungary, Britain, France, USSR, and Poland) detected mixed feelings. "Roughly two out of three Poles are opposed to the reunification of Germany, but a majority of Russians and Hungarians feel positively about the idea.... [W]hile a solid majority of those questioned in five Western European countries favored a single German state, a significant number of Britons and French—around one in four—were opposed." The poll revealed "continuing uncertainty throughout Eu-

He added that "Europe's two new certainties are interdependent: had Eastern Europe not succeeded in slipping away from Soviet control, there would be no chance for the reunification of Germany."28

One basic and decisive question concerned the diplomatic intentions of the various players in this unfolding drama. Perhaps most important, was Moscow willing to abandon its East German ally and permit reunification without major Western concessions? Soviet options were by no means clear, and neither were the Kremlin's ultimate objectives.30 After its unsuccessful attempt to bring about an FRG-GDR confederation that would have preserved the Soviet position in Central Europe to its maximum extent under already adverse circumstances, Moscow appeared to accept full reunification as inevitable, but continued to oppose NATO membership of a united Germany, until a breakthrough was reached in July 1990.

The Genscher proposal, discussed earlier, sought to break the stalemate, whereupon the Soviets suggested a German membership in both NATO and the Warsaw Pact. But this idea was quickly rejected by both Bonn and its allies. Seri­
to preoccupy scholars and policymakers alike for at least the foreseeable future. Beyond the concrete military, political, and economic issues that the international community would face in striving to deal with the new Germany, the psychological aspects, particularly fear of a new German nationalism, would be equally significant.

Western and West German insistence on placing the new German giant firmly in the Western community was the clear outgrowth of perceived lessons of the German and European past. Throughout its history, Germany’s geopolitical location in the heart of Europe, coupled with its growing power, have been the source of both trauma and temptation, of insecurity and instability. Germany’s alienation from the West was further enhanced by at least partially diverging cultural values and political traditions. In this respect, Germany’s reconciliation with the West and the FRG’s membership in both NATO and the EC rank among the great success stories of postwar Western, and West German, diplomacy. The steady democratization of West German political culture became a source of reassurance to the country’s traumatized neighbors.

In light of these considerations, Western and West German insistence on a Germany firmly tied to the West, militarily in NATO and economically through the EC, was necessary, inevitable, and under prevailing circumstances desirable. A reaffirmation of Germany’s Western identity, coupled with a well-defined role in multilateral (even supranational) Western institutions and organizations, would provide the most appropriate basis for a solution to what has been perhaps the most crucial dimension of the German Question: power. In fact, if this study has proved anything, it is that what has tended to be called the German Question is not necessarily the problem of German reunification but perhaps primarily the problem of German power. History has given us ample indication that the effective management of German power by the Germans themselves and by Germany’s neighbors is crucial to the creation of a stable European order.

The Cold War “solution” to this problem, based on the division of Germany and the integration of both states into opposing alliance systems, came to an end in 1990. What would the future bring?

The management of the new Germany’s power would be an international task, but, as Bertram stressed, the Germans themselves would now face perhaps the major responsibility:

Germany holds a pivotal role as a generator of policy. The ideas, initiatives and commitments to shape a stable European future will now largely have to come from the Germans themselves—not only because of their weight in Europe’s politics and economy, but also because, with the notable and welcome exception of the United States, Germany’s main partners in the West have largely retreated into attentive (France) or irritated (Britain) passivity. German politicians must thus display an immense degree of statesmanship, not only in order to manage the domestic process of reunification, but to pave the way for the international one as well. This is a tall or-

rove.” For example, “[a]mong the Western European countries polled, only Italy had a majority that thought lasting peace was within reach. Forty-nine percent of Britons and 50 percent of French said a serious European conflict was still possible.” As the months progressed, some of the international worries seemed to ease, particularly as a result of a variety of diplomatic assurances made by the Bonn government. Jewish concerns frequently persisted, however, in part because no explicit all-German admission of guilt for the Holocaust was included in the final FRG-GDR unification treaty. The likelihood of claims made against a reunited Germany by Jews and others also continued to loom as a source of very probable controversy, as events in the 1990s have indeed confirmed.

As Christoph Bertram pointed out, the basic international agenda resulting from the inexorable drift toward German reunification involved “the security status of Germany, the cancellation of the remnants of Germany’s now obsolete postwar legal regime, the special rights of the Four Powers, the status of the city of Berlin, and the finalization of Germany’s external borders, particularly with Poland.” In addition, the European Community would have to “define the modalities of permitting one of its member states to be enlarged.”

The exact ways in which this agenda would be managed, and the various issues settled, could only become clearer as the months and weeks passed, and some aspects might not be fully settled for at least several years after formal FRG-GDR unification. What became very obvious, however, was that this agenda reflected the basic dimensions of an enduring German Question with which Germans and non-Germans alike had to contend. It was clear that one aspect of that Question, namely national unity, was at least formally “solved,” although lingering revisionism due to the loss of former Eastern territories might have to be watched carefully.

But it was also important to remember that territorial and legal German unification by itself did not by any means result in immediate, genuine East-West German cultural and psychological unity. Forty years of political-ideological and psychological separation could not and would not be undone overnight. What is more, the dismal economic picture in the former GDR all but guaranteed that the population in “East” Germany would for some years to come have to cope with a (perceived as well as real) status as “second-class” citizens in the new Germany, frequently subject to “West” German disdain, ridicule, and resentment. In fact, Michael Meyer suggested that “[t]he German Question has . . . been reincarnated, in a new form,” because “[t]he new Germany will be one nation, but two peoples.”

Interesting in this context of continued “disunity” was also the discussion of what the “eastern” part of the new Germany ought to be called in political discourse: “the former GDR,” “the new Federal Länder,” “eastern Germany”? For many conservatives who continued to harbor revisionist dreams regarding the lost “eastern” territories in Poland and the Soviet Union, of course, the former GDR would always remain Mitteldeutschland.

Furthermore, there was absolutely no doubt that the three remaining dimensions of the German Question—identity, role, and power—would also continue
International concern over German military power was likely to persist, particularly the scenario of a future revisionist German superpower armed with nuclear weapons. Hence there was increased effort on all sides to examine various possible security arrangements, including arms control agreements, that might stabilize the emerging post-Cold War European continent.41

Major breakthroughs on the security status of a united Germany were finally achieved during the summer of 1990, after months of intense negotiations and posturing by the various parties.42 In mid-July, the Soviet Union removed its objection to the NATO membership of a united Germany, in return for extensive Western (especially German) aid for the faltering Soviet economy; a limit of 345,000 on the troop strength of the all-German army; a German pledge not to acquire any nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons; and German agreement to help pay for the maintenance of Soviet troops on East German territory for a transitional period of three to four years as well as for their subsequent removal. The last obstacle to the rapid and successful conclusion of the two-plus-four talks had been definitively cleared, and on September 12, the four wartime allies and the two German states signed the agreement formally restoring full German sovereignty. The Soviet-German breakthrough culminated in a formal treaty of friendship and cooperation between the two continental European giants in November, whereupon a grand European–North American summit meeting of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe gave its formal endorsement to German unity, a far-reaching conventional arms control agreement between East and West, and the construction of a new European order beyond the Cold War in what became known as the Charter of Paris.

Yet many of the more immediate and realistic considerations focused not on Germany's military power but on its inevitable political and economic clout in a changing Europe. The following (estimated) figures offered an indication of a united Germany's projected economic power as the decade of the 1990s began. Exports by the new united Germany were expected to total $354 billion a year, compared with $321 billion for the United States, $265 billion for Japan, and $110 billion for the USSR. The new Germany's balance of trade was projected to show a $74 billion surplus, compared with Japan's $77 billion surplus, the Soviets' meager $3 billion surplus, and a $138 billion deficit for the United States. Per capita GNP was calculated at $14,000 for a united Germany, nearly $20,000 for the United States, $14,000 for Japan, and less than $9,000 for the USSR.43 Based on 1988 figures, the united Germany would have a GDP of about $1 trillion, compared with $4.8 trillion for the United States, $2.5 trillion for the Soviet Union, $1.7 trillion for Japan, $762 billion for France, $755 billion for the UK, and $754 billion for Italy.44 Many suggested that Germany's geographic location could be expected to be a key asset in that country's economic future. Smyser, for example, suggested that "Germany [would] benefit from its central position in Europe, not only as a transportation hub but also as a production center."45

Some sought to place the economic power of a united Germany in Europe in context, however, attempting to counter undue concerns. Thus John Roper, pointing to the widespread "speculation of the role that a united Germany would play within the [European] Community," wrote:

True, its population of some 78m [million] would be one-third greater than that of either Britain, France or Italy, and twice that of Spain. But the change would be quantitative rather than qualitative. West Germany is already the largest member of the EC with just under 20 per cent of the Community's population and 24 per cent of its economic output (gdp). A unified Germany would increase its share of the EC's population to 22.7 per cent and initially to around 26 per cent of the Community's economic output, but this could rise to 29 per cent if the labour productivity of the two Germanies was equated. On the other hand, if eventually the other five Eastern European countries were to join the united Germany's proportion of the total EC population would be lower than that of West Germany—at present—only 17 per cent. Its economic share is more difficult to calculate, but it is probable that it would also be less than the present 24 per cent.46

He concluded that "the idea that, by unification, Germany would automatically leap from a non-dominant to a dominant role is clearly misplaced." Roper added that "[a]s to the political aspect, there are too many hands on the levers of the Community for any single member state to impose its will on the rest."47

Perhaps the hope that a German economic superpower would be effectively tamed in a context of progressive European integration would turn out to be justified, but the fact also remained that the new Germany would wield very significant influence in most areas of Central and Eastern Europe.48 It would also be the European country most directly affected by any turbulence in East-Central Europe in the wake of the collapse of Communism and its socioeconomic as well as ethnonationalist consequences. For historical, geopolitical, and cultural reasons, it was inevitable that the united Germany would in the coming years and decades once again occupy its Janus-like position as a multifaceted "bridge" between the West and the East, with all the opportunities and liabilities that this might entail, including pressures from an economically troubled Eastern Europe and USSR/Russia for economic and financial assistance.

In addition, it was an unmistakable fact that the process of German unification had run ahead of the process of European integration, which could pose particularly difficult challenges for the entire EC in the time ahead.49 In a changing
world, where economic strength had increasingly become as important as military capability, Germany could be expected to be a truly decisive actor on the world stage. Yet, as Fritz Stern pointed out in 1989, “[f]or Germans more than for any other people in the Western world, both the past and the future are unsettled, uncertain, open.” Whether the reunited Germans would manage their power responsibly and play their new global as well as Central European roles effectively, with a solidly anchored Western identity, became the essence of a lingering German Question as the last decade of a turbulent century began.
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